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S P E C I A L P O I N T S
O F I N T E R E S T :
•

Please complete Uniform
Supplier Survey

•

Friday, Jan. 16th: END of
2nd QUARTER / HALF DAY
- All students dismiss at
noon.

•

Monday, Jan. 19th: No
School - Martin Luther
King Day

•

REPORT CARDS: Jan.23rd

•

Items to donate: Kleenex,
and disinfectant wipes.

•

MEMORY WORK:

- History Fact Song
- This week: REVIEW
- Next week: John 14:6
- 1st Grade - Mr. Nobody, The
Goops
SPECIAL PRAYER
•

Please pray for increased
interest
in
our
community. We would
love to see the number of
families from outside
Grace Reformed increase
and become part of the
Bradford adventure!

•

Please pray for increased
giving. These first few
years will be lean, but we
trust that God will supply
our needs and the need
for financial aid.
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Happy
N e w Ye a r !
I trust you all had a very relaxing
and enjoyable break! I am certain the
students enjoyed their break from the daily
grind. I certainly enjoyed sleeping in on a
regular basis!
Christmas is such a
wonderful blessing… especially as the
children grow and enter into all the
excitement. We enjoyed our time with
family in Canada but are glad to be back
home. Being away from Mebane always
makes me appreciate more the warm
fellowship of the brethren here. I really am
thankful for your ongoing words of
encouragement and support for Bradford
Academy.
This week we jumped right back
into the work. Monday was surprisingly
productive but the effects of vacation
started to show as the days passed.
Thursday we stepped back and spent some
time practicing our handwriting and a few
other basic skills. Overall, The children did
very well getting back into the routine.
MATH: Kindergarten is busy with +2 facts.
When you can, please review these facts at
home.
They are also working on
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recognizing patterns, writing the date,
and counting dimes and pennies.
First Grade is working on -2 facts and
subtracting 10. We are also practicing
“carrying” in 2 digit addition facts.
LANGUAGE: The kindergarten readers
looked at “ck” blends, and spent time
reviewing previous sounds. Friday we
read the story Ben and His Pen. First
grade learned the rules for soft C and
continued with our spelling lists. We
also covered the rules for adding S
and ING to words. Grammar was
especially fun as we worked on
paragraphs in a story. Be sure to ask
about Monkeys at Midnight!

Still time

left!

Bradford
Logo Wear
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Uniform
Supplier Survey

MUSIC: We continued this week with
another great composer, Antonio
Vivaldi! Each new composer we study
seems to become the new favorite of
the students. They really have come
to appreciate the music and even
request it at times while working.

You should receive an email from
me this afternoon that contains a
link to
an online survey at
SurveyMonkey.com.
We are
interested in getting feedback
regarding French Toast, our
uniform supplier. Please give us
your honest thoughts so we can
best evaluate our options. We are
not necessarily looking to make
any drastic changes, but we do
want to evaluate the decisions we
made in selecting this supplier.
The survey is very short. Please be
sure to leave any comments as
well. Thanks!

SCIENCE: This week we combined
geography and science by moving
from a discussion of direction on a
map, to a demonstration of the use of
a compass, to the creation of our own
compass. If your child asked you for a
sewing needle and a magnet, it was to
repeat this project at home.
HISTORY: We began constructing a
timeline of the life of Christ. My goal
is to wrap up this quarter with the
end of Biblical history. I hope to
complete the timeline of postapostolic to the present in broad
strokes throughout the rest of the
year. We’ve added two more verses
to our history fact song as well.
Thanks again for your ongoing prayer
and support.
The students are
progressing well. If you have any
concerns or questions, please don’t
hesitate to let me know. Grace and
Peace!

Contacting Mr. Johnston:

(336)263-1262

jjohnston@bradfordacademy.org

